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RESEARCH STRATEGIES IN INCLUSIVE  
MUSEOLOGY WITH THE MUSEO DEL 
PRADO COLLECTIONS
Towards Universal Accessibility, Sensoriality, and Social Integration

Introduction
Following postmodernism, for the past four decades, History of Art, heritage and museum stud-
ies have evolved towards an encounter with other disciplines. Traditional research in artworks 
has led to studies on cultural institutions themselves. Studies in art sociology has allowed us to 
evolve from an understanding of art production to understanding the people; those who create 
as well as those who perceive and all the individuals in between: artists, donors, collectors, audi-
ences, etc. These researches conducted a shift of paradigm in museums administration, increas-
ingly taking into account visitors’ needs, demands and cultural experience. It is at this moment 
when a will to render heritage accessible also manifest in public policies. For instance, in 1959, 
the Ministry of cultural affairs of France is created. André Malraux assumed the head of the min-
istry in its first decade of existence and stated among its fundamental missions to “make capital 
artworks of humanity accessible (…) and to ensure the largest audience possible to our cultural 
heritage”.1 With the time, other ministries of heritage and culture were created all along Europe. 
Ever since, they have all little by little integrated the notions of inclusion, cultural democratization 
and universal accessibility.

Therefore, accessibility, in its broader sense, has been a major concern for cultural actors and 
particularly in museums. Beyond removing physical barriers -when possible- several solutions 
have been and are being tried, such as gratuity, different opening hours, development of rich 
cultural programmes, etc. However, studies in sociology of museums showed that visitors still 
responded to a rather elitist profile. In addition, accessibility for people with diverse conditions 
to cultural programmes was far from being achieved. A paternalistic attitude towards audiences 
created a dynamic in which museum’s professionals tried to figure out how to make their collec-
tions accessible instead of asking directly to stakeholders. Fortunately, past years have witnessed 
a deep reflection from cultural institutions on how to include the public in their policy-making.

So far, “Inclusive Museology” is the term commonly used when addressing audiences poli-
cies in museums nowadays. We particularly believe that inclusion is the first step on the way of 
democratic and 100 % accessible museums. However, the publics’ increasing demand of actively 
participating in cultural life would lead us to find “culture integration” as a more accurate term. 

1 “rendre accessibles les œuvres capitales de l’humanité (…) et d’assurer la plus vaste audience à notre 
patrimoine culturel”, André Malraux, La Politique, la culture: Discours, articles, entretiens, 1925–1975, Paris: 
Gallimard, 1996, p. 132.
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Integration embodies a sense of natural interaction whilst inclusion may give the idea of an in-
serted element.

Inclusion is, therefore, a controversial concept, particularly when talking about cultural and 
social issues. Much literature has been produced in order to define it and reflect on how it is 
possible to achieve it, if it is desirable to do so. It may seem a superfluous debate, as we all un-
derstand that its main target is to offer every individual his or her rightful place in the culture 
sphere, but definitions matter, as they disseminate values and ideas to the broad public.

Besides terminology, what seems clear is that museums are seen nowadays as key actors in 
the development of fairer, more democratic societies and which benefits have an impact on 
many aspects of the individual life, as we will see in further pages.

The social role of museums as an essential part of their identity was firstly discussed by an 
official body of museology in 1972, at the Round table of Santiago (Chile), organized by the 
ICOM. But it was not clearly defined until later on, by the Declaration of Quebec “Basic Principles 
of a New Museology” in 1984. Following this line of action, in 1985 the MINOM-ICOM (Interna-
tional movement for a new Museology) was created. It focused on the relationship between 
museums and their communities, territories or surrounding heritage, in an attempt to encourage 
synergies among them.

Museums themselves have been aware of this social turn. Most of them have consequently 
reorganised and reviewed their missions and discourses, no longer considering visitors as passive 
spectators. Therefore, more and more initiatives are being carried out in order to build bonds 
between museums and their audiences:

The community museum is a process, rather than a product. It fosters the construction of collec-
tive subjects through the elaboration of memory, reflection, self-knowledge, and creativity; it helps 
strengthen community identity by legitimizing its own histories and values; it contributes to the 
improvement of the quality of community life through multiple projects for the future; and it 
strengthens the community’s capacity for action through the creation of networks with similar 
communities.2

This new approach of museology has also been supported by the international community. 
Supranational bodies as the United Nations, the UNESCO or the European Union encourage 
the social mission of museums both by funding projects or leading research3 on the impact of 
heritage on issues such as aging of the population, migration, extremisms or social integration.

In Europe, the inclusive role of museums is defined by the economic model we are living in: 
the Social Investment.4 The term “investment” indicates that public resources spent have a pro-
portionated and measurable return. It is a model in between the post-wars welfare state and the 

2 Cuauhtémoc Camarena and Teresa Morales, Lessons Learned in the Principles and Practice of Commu-
nity Museums, in: Selma Holo and Mari-Tere Álvarez, Remix: Changing Conversations in Museums of the Amer-
icas, Oakland: University of California Press, 2016, p. 30.
3 Many relevant studies have been carried on by United Nations Research Institute for Social Develop-
ment (UNRISD).
4 Thomas Leoni, Social Investment as a Perspective on Welfare State Transformation in Europe, in: Inter-
economics 51, 2016, p. 195.
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neoliberalism reigning since the eighties.5 According to it, the State must be the main investor 
in the social field. Social Investment appeared as an alternative in order to fight back the recent 
distressing austerity scenario in Europe. It claims that administrations should not reduce expend-
iture but seek more efficient models. In order to achieve it, evaluation is key. Furthermore, both 
qualitative and quantitative factors should be taken into account when measuring the return of 
public investment. It is important to underline that these returns can manifest in other fields 
different from where the resource was originally invested. Some examples seem quite logical, for 
instance, investing in culture has positive effects on education; but recent studies are proving 
that investing in culture (engaging the population in cultural activities) has benefits in other “less 
related” fields, such as health,6 employment or justice.7 This is what the Social Investment calls a 
“virtuous circle”.8

Most museums in Europe are publicly funded and, therefore, should apply the dynamics 
settled by Social Investment. As major actors in culture policies, they carry the responsibility of 
representing and applying the strategies of national administration.

Therefore, the turn of museums towards a social mission would seem like a natural evolu-
tion of the relationship between museums with its community. However, it presents both intel-
lectual and practical challenges. Museums have been improving in terms of social inclusion, 
thanks to actions which promoted building and sharing identities as well as interacting with 
artworks. Nevertheless, big and small museums have different targets when addressing inclusive 
issues. Although their objectives are common, the paths they take in order to become active 
agents of this change may differ. Economic resources are obviously very important and vary a lot 
from one institution to another. But creativity and engagement with communities play as well a 
key role when developing inclusive projects. Therefore, one of the main challenges museums are 
facing nowadays is how to become and consolidate as referent institutions in social integration 
and universal accessibility. They are asked to think of and develop projects, targeting their wide 
range of audiences’ interests. When building the idea of an accessible museum, we must go 

5 Anthony Giddens, The Third Way. The Renewal of Social Democracy, in: Daniel Perkins, Lucy Nelms, and 
Paul Smyth, Beyond neo-liberalism: the social investment state?, Fitzroy: Brotherhood of Saint Laurence and 
Centre of Public Policy, 2004, p. 1.
6 On 11th November 2019, the World Health Organization (WHO) will launch its first report on the evi-
dence base for arts and health intervention coordinated by the Health Evidence Network (HEN). The evi-
dence synthesized in the report will be used to provide suggestions for integrating the arts, social care and 
health sectors to support health and well-being throughout the life course and across the continuum of care. 
WHO/Europe and European Member States recognize the importance of culture in shaping health and 
well-being throughout the life course. The cultural contexts of health and well-being (CCH) project was es-
tablished as a cross-cutting initiative within WHO that takes a systematic approach to understanding how 
culture affects perceptions, access to and experiences of health and well-being.
7 See the scheme of interactions of economic and social policies by the European Comission in: Perkins, 
Nelms, Smyth 2004 (as fn. 6), pp. 10.
8 Cyprien Avenel, Marine Boisson-Cohen, Sandrine Dauphin, Nicolas Duvoux, Christophe Fourel, Manon 
Jullien, and Bruno Palier, L’investissement social: quelle stratégie pour la France?, Paris: La Documentation 
Française, 2017, p. 21.
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beyond the visual mechanism, encouraging the activation of the other senses, as well visitors’ 
emotional memory or their ability to express and live social sensitiveness.9

As we mentioned above, this intellectual challenge needed from the collaboration of differ-
ent disciplines, coming from the professional and the academic worlds. We aimed at approach-
ing the research done in universities to the day-to-day practice of museums personnel, as well 
as becoming a screen where inclusive and innovative experiences could be projected and dif-
fused. Gathering together all stakeholders in cultural integration allowed a collective discussion 
in which different points of views were exchanged, bonds among people were created and, we 
truly hope it, some prejudices were overcome.

In the following pages we will present some of the activities coordinated by MUSACCES 
Consortium and how we have faced the challenge of inviting the visual impaired, hard-hearing 
or incarcerated people to participate in the Prado Museum’s activity. We have worked with a will 
of international cooperation through actions that sought a richer interaction between artworks 
and the diversity of publics.10

An Interdisciplinary Research Network: MUSACCES Consortium

In January 2016, the Community of Madrid along with the European Social Fund co-funds our 
Consortium through a call for funding for research activities in Humanities by universities of the 
region. A network of three of the main universities in Spain, Universidad Complutense de Madrid 
(as the leading one), University of Distant Education and Autonomous University of Madrid, was 
created. Its role was to reflect about accessibility in museums and in ways to approach the Prado 
Museum and its collections to our targeted audiences aforementioned. This is why MUSACCES 
Consortium gathered researchers from different study fields to improve the accessibility of peo-
ple with access requirements to culture.

Initial support from the Prado Museum (more specifically the Education department) en-
couraged us to open our academic activities to museum practice and to think of the museum 
as a place to test the results of university research. We want to underline that our activities 
were independent from the Prado’s in terms of personnel, educative and cultural action and 
strategic programme. Our network simply benefitted of the opportunity to work with univer-
sal masterpieces held in this national collection. We opened a space in which different profes-

9 Initiatives worth highlighting, include: Karin Bijsterveld, Ears-on exhibitions: Sound in the history mu-
seum, in: Public Historian 37 (2015), pp. 73–90; Nikos Papastergiadis, The sensory museum: affective experi-
ence as the new pedagogic norm, in: Identities 24 (2017), pp. 34–40; David Raymond Bell, Aesthetic encoun-
ters and learning in the museum, in: Educational Philosophy and Theory 49 (2017), pp. 776–787; and: Sara 
Ebrahem, Sara Alsaadani, Zeyad El Sayad, and Ahmed Elseragy, Exploring multi-Sensory designed architec-
tural spaces, in: International Journal of Architectonic, Spatial, and Environmental Design 12 (2018), pp. 15–24.
10 This work has been initiated by MUSACCES Consortium (S2015/HUM-3494), defined by the call for R&D 
funding in Humanities of the Community of Madrid and the European Social Fund-to which we are deeply 
thankful for their generous support.
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sionals could apply their work and research in heritage accessibility.11 We had two main mis-
sions in our consortium. Firstly, organising national and international academic activities; and 
secondly, designing apps and tools which allowed a better interaction and/or encounter with 
the artwork. Our academic activities focused on the study of the image and visitors’ experi-
ence in museums. The latter was directly linked with our second field of action, as we searched 
to implement tailored pedagogic models, which have been presented in past publications.12 
The quality and pertinence of our projects have been evaluated by a Quality Committee, 
guaranteeing the ethics of our actions and researches towards the target groups we worked 
with.13

A Space for Experimentation at University: The Museum though  
the Five Senses

Approaching the collection of one of the most visited museums in Spain to these heteroge-
neous collectives (visually impaired, hard-hearing and incarcerated people) was a big chal-

11 Some of the already published works on the characteristics, objectives and achievements of MUSAC-
CES Consortium are: José María Salvador González, Jesús Cantera Montenegro, and Víctor Rabasco García, 
 MUSACCES busca hacer accesible el patrimonio cultural del Museo del Prado a invidentes, personas sordas 
y reclusos en cárceles, in: Rosabel Roig-Vila (ed.), Tecnología, innovación e investigación en los procesos de 
enseñanza-aprendizaje, Barcelona: Octaedro, 2016, pp. 2984–2991; Herbert González Zymla, José María Salva-
dor González, Tomás Ibáñez Palomo, and Nicolás Javier Casas Calvo, La accesibilidad de invidentes, sordos y 
reclusos al patrimonio artístico del Museo del Prado: objetivos y acciones del Consorcio MUSACCES, in: 
Alejandro Rodríguez Martín (coord.), Prácticas innovadoras inclusivas. Retos y oportunidades, Oviedo: Servicio 
de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Oviedo, 2017, pp. 2479–2488; Isidro Moreno Sánchez and Eloísa Pérez 
Santos, La accesibilidad beneficia a todas las personas. Proyecto MUSACCES para el Museo del Prado, in: Ana 
M. Galán-Pérez; Elena López Gil (coord.), Accesibilidad y museos: divulgación y transferencia de experiencias, 
retos y oportunidades de futuro, Sevilla: Asociación de Museólogos y Museógrafos de Andalucía y Junta de 
Andalucía, 2017, pp. 101–110; José María Salvador González and Matilde Azcárate Luxán, Innovaciones del 
Consorcio MUSACCES para promover la accesibilidad intelectual de invidentes, personas sordas y reclusos 
al patrimonio artístico del Museo del Prado, in: Manuel H. Olcina Doménech (coord.), Accesibilidad e inclusión 
en el turismo de patrimonio cultural y natural: 3er Congreso Internacional Educación y accesibilidad en museos y 
patrimonio, Alicante: Diputación Provincial de Alicante and Museo Arqueológico de Alicante, 2018, pp. 276–
279.
12 In this field, we must mention the work of one of the research groups in the Consortium, INADOC, which 
focuses on applied technologies: Alicia Lara-Clares, Ana Garcia-Serrano, and Covadonga Rodrigo, Enrichment 
of Accessible LD and Visualization for Humanities: MPOC Model and Prototype. in: Emmanouel Garoufallou, 
Sirje Virkus, Rania Siatri, and Damiana Koutsomiha (eds.), Metadata and Semantic Research. MTSR 2017. Com-
munications in Computer and Information Science, vol 755, Cham: Springer, 2017, pp. 327–332; and: Ana 
Garcia Serrano and Ángel Castellanos González, Representación y organización de documentos digitales: 
detalles y práctica sobre la ontología DIMH, in: Revista de Humanidades Digitales (2017), pp. 314–344.
13 The methodology on research quality evaluation was published in: José María Salvador González, Ángel 
Pazos-López, Miguel Santamaría Lancho, Matilde Azcárate Luxán, and Teresa Nava Rodríguez, Elementos para 
el diseño de sistemas de gestión de la calidad de la investigación y de la transferencia del conocimiento: el 
Consorcio MUSACCES, in: XIII Foro Internacional sobre la Evaluación de la Calidad de la Investigación y de la Edu-
cación Superior, Granada: Asociación Española de Psicología Conductual, 2016, pp. 868–874.
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lenge. One of the earliest problems we had to address in our research was the need to tailor 
activities according to the groups’ needs and the research done on each field.14 Secondly, 
some of the activities suggested perpetuated a condescending tone or a vertical transfer of 
knowledge. In this dynamic, the museum acts as exclusive rightful owner of knowledge, cre-
ating a message that it shares with some specific groups. This paternalistic attitude had to be 
quickly solved, as it has a profound harmful effect on participants’ emotions. Following the 
theory of Sensory Studies, presented in works by authors such as David Howes, MaryAnne 
Drake or Edgar Chambers IV, we then directed our actions towards an interdisciplinary ap-
proach of it.15

Historically, the Prado museum’s collections have a strong bond with visual aesthetics. This 
differs very much from other museums, such as science museums, art centres or experience 
museums focused on sound or other senses. The latter have traditionally been associated mostly 
to contemporary art, which is far from the Prado’s collections. Nevertheless, artworks held in the 
Prado have hidden meanings that go beyond visual perception. This is the case for many other 
fine arts museums. Works by Day, Jutte or Bacci tell us about how senses were represented in 
paintings. They give us the keys to read these meanings and experience emotions portrayed in 
them by going further from what meets the eye.16

Obviously, approaching art through the senses was not something new in museum studies. 
Jennifer Lauwrens had already published a very interesting essay about the possibilities of con-
ceptualizing a Sensory Turn in Art History had to offer. It turned out to be a significant revolution 
to some Graduate Studies in Visual Culture and Art History in American and European universities 

14 Some relevant works are those of: Jenifer Turner and Kimberley Peters, Unlocking carceral atmospheres: 
designing visual/material encounters at the prison museum, in: Visual Communication 14 (2015), pp. 309–330; 
Nic Hollinworth, Kate Allen, Faustina Hwang, Andy Minnion, and Gosia Kwiatkowska, Interactive sensory 
objects for and by people with learning disabilities, in: International Journal of the Inclusive Museum 9 (2016), 
pp. 21–38; Fern Silverman and Andrea Carr Tyszka, Supporting participation for children with sensory pro-
cessing needs and their families: Community-based action research, in: American Journal of Occupational 
Therapy 71 (2017), pp. 1–9; Roberto Vaz, Paula Odete Fernandes, and Ana Cecília Rocha Veiga, Designing an 
Interactive Exhibitor for Assisting Blind and Visually Impaired Visitors in Tactile Exploration of Original Museum 
Pieces, in: Procedia Computer Science 138 (2018), pp. 561–570; Anne Chick, Improving intellectual access for 
blind and partially sighted visitors to temporary exhibitions: An inclusive design solution, in: International 
Journal of the Inclusive Museum 12 (2019), pp. 39–62.
15 An essential publication gathering several essays on this line of work is David Howes (ed.), Empire of the 
Senses: The Sensual Culture Reader, Oxford: Berg, 2004.
16 We must cite other works that were key as well for the development of our research and targets: 
Robert Jutte (ed.), A History of the Senses. From Antiquity to Cyberspace, Cambridge: Polity, 2005; Patrizia 
Di Bello and Gabriel Koureas (eds.), Art, History and the Senses. 1830 to the Present, Aldershot, Hamp-
shire, England: Routledge, 2010; Francesca Bacci and David Melcher (eds.), Art ant the Senses, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2011; Alice E. Sanger and Siv Tove Kulbrandstad Walker (eds.), Sense and the 
Senses in Early Modern Art and Cultural Practice, Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2012; Joy Day, Mak-
ing senses of the past: Toward a sensory archaeology, New York: Routledge, 2013; Heather Hunter-Craw-
ley and Erica O’Brien, The multi-sensory image from antiquity to the renaissance, New York: Taylor and 
Francis, 2019.
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who aimed to be at the avant-garde of research in this field.17 Unfortunately, the echo of sensory 
studies had little impact in Spain until recently. Most publications addressed the link between art 
and sensorial experience from an iconographic point of view. Artworks studied were those that 
had the senses as clear subject. In addition, many of these artworks were paintings, so vision 
remained on the top of the senses hierarchy.18

This is why we decided to develop a group of activities which focused on experiencing art 
through several senses in order to overcome traditional visual prevalence.19 First of all, we de-
cided to begin a programme of conferences and workshops at university. We would encourage 
experimentation by asking our lecturers to avoid a passive speech, giving only a theoretical ap-
proach to the subject. On the contrary, they would interact with the audience by using objects, 
gadgets or other materials distributed among participants.

The conferences cycles had a great impact. National and international media echoed our 
innovating activities. But most importantly, hundreds of students, museum professionals and 
other people regularly gathered, overpassing our expectations and usual participation numbers 
in other activities related to humanities held at our university.20 This massive attendance allowed 
us not only to consolidate the success of our actions but to create a thoughtful and complete 
evaluation system. We will explain the results obtained after each activity in further chapters.

In order to push our engagement with accessibility, conferences had been recorded and are 
available on YouTube, in the official cannel of our consortium (MUSACCES Consortium). Some of 
them are translated in sign language21. Other institutions also followed this dynamic by offering 
seminars and conferences with Sensory museology as main topic, such as the École du Louvre 
in Paris. We are very proud to see that the success of our proposals had echoes in other countries 
in Europe.22

17 Jennifer Lauwrens, Welcome to the Revolution: The Sensory Turn and Art History, in: Journal of Art Histo-
riography 7 (2012), pp. 1–17.
18 It is the case of the exhibition held in the Museo Nacional del Prado in 1997. It focused on the subject 
of the artworks chosen rather than the visitors’ potential experience in the show: Sylvia Ferino-Pagdena and 
José Milicua (cood.), Los Cinco sentidos y el arte. Catálogo de la exposición, Madrid: Museo Nacional del Prado, 
1997.
19 This idea was not new and it is linked to works by Stefano Mastandrea. How emotions shape aesthetic 
experiences, in: Pablo P. L. Tinio and Jeffrey K. Smith (eds.), The Cambridge Handbook of the Psychology of 
 Aesthetics and the Arts, New Jersey: Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 500–518.
20 La Universidad Complutense organiza el seminario Los cinco sentidos en la diversidad de las artes, UCM 
Web, https://www.ucm.es/complutense-seminario-cinco-sentidos-musacces (accessed July  15, 2019); 
Seminario Los cinco sentidos en la diversidad de las artes, ICOM-Spain Web, http://www. icom-ce.org/
evento/seminario-los-cinco-sentidos-en-la-diversidad-de-las-artes (accessed July 15, 2019); Irene Mon-
meneu Soler, Saborear una pintura o palpar la música es posible, Infoactualidad Diary, http://infoactualidad. 
ccinf.es/index.php/component/content/article/2-uncategorised/578-yugoslavia-25-anos-despues (ac-
cessed July 15, 2019).
21 MUSACCES Consortium Youtube Channel, https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCQaEUzVMiS9zw5PJIw2nFfw/videos (accessed July 15, 2019).
22 École du Louvre, SIEM 2018 Les cinq sens au musée: une expérience pour tous, http://www.ecoledulouvre.
fr/webmaster/newsletter/Lettre052018. html (accessed July 15, 2019).
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First Edition: The Prado Museum though the Five Senses23

Our first activity in the programme “museums and the five senses” focused on the Prado Mu-
seum. With this title we wanted to invite lecturers and participants to think of ways of experienc-
ing the museum through the five senses. In order to make it a both theoretical and practical 
activity, we connected two profiles of speakers: on one hand, Art History and museums profes-
sionals who presented works from the Prado which they found particularly suggestive. On the 
other, professionals from other fields, aliens to the art world, who could bring a different ap-
proach on sensorial experience (tab. 1)24. For the latter, we contacted with a cook, a specialist in 
optics, a sculptor, a music and theatre director and an expert in olfactory biochemistry.

Table 1 | Speakers’ profiles of “The Prado Museum through the Five Senses” conference

Sense Academic speaker Professional speaker

Taste Prof. Jesús Cantera
Early Modern Art Historian

Mateo Sierra
Chef

Vision Prof. Javier Portús
Prado Museum Curator of Spanish Paintings until 1700

Agustín González
Professor in Optics

Touch Prof. Francisco Ros
Early Modern Art Historian

Miguel Sobrino
Sculptor

Hearing Prof. Manuel Martín
Early Modern Historian

Ignacio Rodulfo
Theatre and music director

Smell Prof. José María Salvador
Medieval Art Historian

Alicia Megías
Biochemistry professor

As central image for our seminar we chose a fragment of Hieronymus Bosch’s (c. 1490–1500) 
Garden of Earthly Delights (pl. 40). With it, we wanted to invite spectators to reflect on interpreta-
tions given to the power of senses through History. This painting makes a clear allusion to hu-
manity’s deturpation, corrupted by sin. This vision is in line with the reigning Cristian mentality 
in Europe at the dusk of Middle Ages, when individuals were very concerned about the tran-
scendence of the soul beyond death. The human beings represented among animals and plants 
in Bosch’s garden are falling in numerous vices. It is a symbolic representation of human beings’ 
animal nature that leads them to visceral and irrational behaviors and instincts. It is here where 
senses become relevant, as it is through them the individual perceives the holly and the sinful. 
Back in that time, human’s reality was essentially formed by these two elements. Therefore, the 

23 First cycle of conferences was held between 19th September and 17th October 2016. It was directed by 
researcher Ángel Pazos-López, Academic Project Manager in MUSACCES Consortium and Research Assistant 
in the Department of History of Art in the Middle Ages. Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
24 Some results had already been published in: Tomás Ibáñez Palomo and José María Salvador González, 
Actividades del Consorcio MUSACCES para la accesibilidad al patrimonio del Museo del Prado a invidentes, 
sordos y reclusos, in: Alejandro Rodríguez Martín (coord.), Prácticas innovadoras inclusivas. Retos y oportuni-
dades, Oviedo: Servicio de Publicaciones de la Universidad de Oviedo, 2017, pp. 2271–2279.
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hearing, smell, taste, touch and vision were doors to a global perception of peoples’ lives, both 
in a physical and a transcendental sense.

After each seminar, participants received an online survey through Google Forms. They 
were asked to answer questions concerning satisfaction with the activity, evaluation of each 
speaker through a quantitative grade rank, evaluation on comfort of University facilities, and a 
qualitative section where they could express what was they found best about the activity and 
what could be improved. 240 people attended the seminar and 58 % of them answered the 
survey. Evaluating questions could be answered in a Likert-type scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is “very 
unsatisfied” and 5 “very satisfied”. Also, there was a DR, “Don’t response” option. Results analysis 
(pl. 41) shows that 61 % of academic speakers was rated as “satisfied”, while it raised to an 81 % 
when rating professional speakers. We can see a very interesting tendency in valuing more pos-
itively the participative workshops rather than the traditional conferences given by academic 
professors of the Art History field.

Comments in the qualitative section allowed us to introduce some changes in format and 
development of sessions. This was very much appreciated in the evaluation forms. Also, many 
participants valued positively the originality of our activities among other programmes offered 
by universities in Spain. Our efforts seeking inclusiveness, such as sign language interpreters or 
the multi-sensorial approach to art, beyond non-exclusively visual channels was praised among 
evaluation comments. For instance, some participants were visually impaired and they could 
experience art through the flavours of the dessert inspired by Velázquez’s work The drinkers cre-
ated ad hoc by chef Mateo Sierra. Also, sculptor Miguel Sobrino brought different materials and 
tools used to work the stone, allowing a tactile approach to the artistic creation.

Second Edition: The Five Senses in the Diversity of the Arts25

A year later, on the second edition, we decided to focus this activity on the diversity of supports 
and media used by the arts. Traditionally, art museums have been home for plastic arts, such as 
painting and sculpture. Architecture or fine arts have also been recognised among the “superior 
arts”. This old-fashioned vision, which still remains in some museums nowadays, leads to a mis-
understanding from the audiences. It transmits the idea that these are the only art manifesta-
tions existing or, even worse, that they represent a superior form of art. Feedback provided by 
our qualitative surveys on 2016 seminar made us reflect on how we could change this miscon-
ception. We came up with the idea of consecrating 2017 edition to sensoriality in other art 
supports or media, such as gastronomy, fashion design, cinema, the theatre or even perfumery. 
We invited speakers from the aforementioned disciplines, encouraging them to share with us 
how their different fields could be experienced through the five senses. Another change intro-
duced was to substitute the duality academic-professional speaker we worked with in 2016 
seminar to more flexible and varied profiles. This allowed us to invite professionals from many 

25 The activity took place between 20th September and 18th October 2018. It was created and coordinated 
by Tomás Ibáñez Palomo, Predoctoral Fellowship at the Department of History of Art and Assistant in Chief 
Staff Officer of MUSACCES Consortium.
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more disciplines other than Art History and therefore, enriched the approaches from which to 
experience the art through the senses (tab. 2).

Table 2 | Speakers’ profiles of “The Five Senses in the Diversity of the Arts” conference

Sense First Speaker Second Speaker

Taste Prof. Ana Diéguez
Lecturer in Flemish Painting

Mateo Sierra
Chef

Vision Javier Bernabé and Marc Gener
Historic fencing specialists

Irene Ruiz
Actress

Touch Miguel Sobrino
Sculptor

Prof. Laura Luceño
Fashion History Lecturer

Hearing Prof. Sonsoles Hernandez-Barbosa
Musicologist

Lucía Magán
Musician

Smell Prof. Jesús Palá
Ethnobotany professor

Diana Avellaneda
Curator in Buenos Aires Perfume Museum

Another innovation in this second edition was the decision to go beyond the collection of the 
Prado museum, although many of the speakers mentioned works held in the art gallery. Our will 
to focus on “diversity and plurality of the arts” led us to contacting other institutions for the rich-
ness of their collections. For instance, we chose as image of our seminar one of the Flemish 
tapestries of the cycle The Lady and the Unicorn (c. 1500). This masterwork of textile arts is shown 
at the Musée national du Moyen Âge in Paris. The cycle shows a medieval woman who interacts 
with a unicorn through six panels, each having one of the five senses as main topic plus one 
more, which thematic is still a subject of controversy among art historians. The latter has “À Mon 
Seul Désir” as title and has been interpreted by scholars as an allegory of the Lady’s refuse on 
earthly passions. It was believed that it was through the senses that humankind fell into them 
(pl. 42).

Similar evaluation mechanisms were used for this edition. The number of attendants was 
also very close to 2016 (around 250 people). The percentage of them responding to the satis-
faction survey was a little lower (56 % compared to 58 %), but still very significant. The analysis 
of results (pl. 43) shows us a more homogeneous satisfaction rate between the two interven-
tions in each session. Vision and smell senses speakers were the ones who obtained higher 
satisfaction results. In the first case, participants highlighted the originality and pertinence of 
putting together two scenic arts, the speakers being a theatre actress and two experts in historic 
fencing. Both interventions of the smell session distributed among the audience historical or 
personal “samples” of smells, allowing every participant to activate this sense during the confer-
ence.

On this occasion, qualitative evaluation highlighted the general organisation of the seminar 
as the most remarkable aspect. It was followed by thematic diversity and the quality of the 
speakers invited. Also, the chance to actively participate in the different sessions was very much 
appreciated by participants. Those who answered the survey specified that being able to exper-
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iment through different senses other than the vision sparked rich and interesting debates on 
perception, the senses and the aesthetics in the art experience. The multidisciplinary character 
of the seminar, which sometimes received a skeptical response from some traditional scholars, 
was actually the element that massively attracted the public. Furthermore, we are very happy to 
share that we received many congratulatory messages, mails and phone calls from international 
colleagues. This encouraged us to continue developing our activities on this line on further edi-
tions.

Third Edition: The Art for All through the Five Senses26

Third edition clustered all the ideas raised through the past years and focused on the main target 
of our consortium: social inclusion in the arts by a multisensorial and universal approach to col-
lections. We want to believe it was an intelligent way to close both our cycle of conferences and 
the MUSACCES Consortium project, which was funded for three years of activity. Not many 
changes were introduced for this edition. We kept the five conferences cycle, each focusing on 
a sense and the two-speakers-per-session schema. Speakers’ profiles followed the criteria of the 
precedent edition, with a wider vary of disciplines beyond Art History. We realized that diversity 
on profiles led to diversity on the approach of each sense and open perspectives in interpreting 
the arts through the senses (tab. 3). We want to particularly point out the intervention of a neu-
roscientist and a blind pianist who allowed the audience to understand perception from both a 
cognitive and personal approach.

Table 3 | Speakers’ profiles of “The Art for All through the Five Senses” conference

Sense First Speaker Second Speaker

Vision Laura Pascual
Theatre actress

Violeta Lópiz
Ilustrator

Smell Cici Esmerali Feliz
Neuroscientist

Cecilia Bembibre
Historic smells specialist

Touch Antonio Azzato
Plastic artist

Prof. Estrella Sanz
Textiles specialist

Taste Prof. Eduardo C. González
Historian specialised in Ancient History

Prof. José-Luis Priego
Oenologist

Hearing Pepa Castro
Dubbing actress

Iulian Abagiu
Musicologist

The visual identity chosen for this last cycle was the Luncheon of the Boating Party (pl. 44) by 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1881). The painting, held at the Phillips Collection in Washington D. C., 
wanted to illustrate our decision to take a leap from the 15th century to the end of the 19th cen-

26 This third seminar took place between 18th September and 16th October 2018. It was coordinated by 
Ana María Cuesta Sánchez, Research Assistant at the Department of History of Art and Director of Cabinet of 
the Academic Project Manager of MUSACCES Consortium.
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tury. This image expressed the concept of diversity in a historical context where leisure and 
amusement became central in peoples’ lives. Our idea was to transmit that art must not always 
be associated to an intellectual enjoyment, but a rather pleasing moment which can be experi-
ence by anyone, anytime, with no sensorial or physical boundaries. Renoir’s impressionist brush-
stroke tells us about the fugacity of some perceptions. These may be ephemeral automatized 
procedures but have the power to leave lasting traces in emotional memory.

Attendance in our last edition was a little higher that the preceding ones (260 people). 
We gladly found out that 50 % of them had already participated in 2016 or 2017, and some of 
them had even accompanied us through both editions. Maybe this is one of the reasons why 
the satisfaction survey was “only” taken by 40 % of them (lowest percentage of response 
among the three editions). The survey followed the precedent model, asking for particpants’s 
opinion on the organisation, the speakers and transversal quality aspects of the activity. In 
terms of general organisation, an easy inscription procedure was very much appreciated by 
attendants, as well as the ability of secretary members to welcome and give accreditations to 
more than 200 people in a short time lapse (pl. 45). Among the comments referring to future 
improvements, covering of the activity through the social media was often mentioned. We 
admit that lack of infrastructure did not allow us to offer a richer experience to participants in 
this aspect.

Evaluation on speakers did not vary much from past editions. They were all very positively 
ranked, with an average mark of 4.7/5. The seminar which focused on hearing resulted to be the 
most appreciated. In it, Ilulian Abagiu, pianist and visually impaired youngman, shared his expe-
rience as a blind musician. Second speaker was dubbing actress Pepa Castro who talked about 
the importance of modulating her characters’ voices in order to transmit their emotions. Pre-
cisely, this was the last conference of the cycle, so it acted as colophon of this activity. It was for 
us a very special moment as it became one of the most successful activities in our Faculty of 
Geography and History of the Complutense University. Our achievement was to succeed to 
gather and engage an audience of more than 250 people for each edition through three years 
by offering new approaches to the variety of arts through the five senses.

The University Goes to the Museum: Sensory Visits and Workshops

The MUSACCES Consortium’s coordination with the work carried out at the University laborato-
ries led to the opportunity to conduct from time to time a number of inclusivity oriented activi-
ties at the Prado Museum. These were devised as educational visits organized externally. On one 
hand, in 2017 and 2018, concurrent with the announcement of the Community of Madrid’s 
Science Week, two themed sensory visits to the museum collections tailored to two particular 
cohorts-deaf-blind people- were planned.27 The first set of visits used scented objects, textures 

27 The Community of Madrid’s Science and Innovation Week is a knowledge transfer initiative promoted 
by the Madri+d Foundation. Its goal is to raise society’s awareness through the Research Results Transfer 
Offices at Universities about the activities of research institutions. Among the themes and topics covered 
each year, a special mention is given to those related to the access to knowledge for all.
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from textiles associated to the clothing worn in the artworks, as well as objects present in the 
iconography of the paintings that fell under the itineraries. The second set of visits featured sign 
language interpreters that communicated the professors’ remarks about each of the paintings, 
with an emphasis on the multisensory experience. The small group size of four to 5 people per 
group, along with the support of a group of young interns, guaranteed the success of the activ-
ity and positive feedback from the audience in attendance, despite the limited demand for the 
activity.

Works contained in the museum collection such as Tintoretto’s The Washing of the Feet 
(1548–1549), Titian’s Danae and the Shower of Gold (1565), Diego Velazquez’s Las Meninas (1656) 
and The Spinners (1657) or a couple of Francisco de Goya’s Black Paintings, were especially suitable 
for this type of visits accessible to specific and reduced audiences, given the presence of pictorial 
details that could be transferred directly to their sensory experimentation in the rooms.

The ultimate goal of these activities was not for people with disabilities to learn new data 
about artworks, but rather to help perceive the sensations of the paintings and observe how 
human perception activates through visual aesthetic cues or through other senses. It was very 
interesting to witness how visually impaired participants discovered equivalent sensations to 
those experienced by individuals with regular eyesight, evoked by touching textures or experi-
encing smells recreated in relation to the artworks.

On the other hand, in the summer of 2018, the Complutense University participated in a 
call for the organization of an Inclusive Summer Campus, under the umbrella of projects led by 
the ONCE Foundation. The Dean’s Advisory Committee on Diversity at the UCM coordinated 
the initiative, involving a wide variety of professors and research groups to concoct activities 
devised for a heterogeneous audience of around 15 people, made up of teenagers aged 12 to 
17 with multiple types of disabilities, along with other cognitive difficulties. Previous efforts 
allowed for the fulfillment of two activities closely linked to the MUSACCES Consortium’s 
work.28

Firstly, a “Sensory Iconography Workshop” was conducted for students to connect with 
seven works from the Prado Museum by recognizing in the paintings everyday objects that were 
displayed on a table in the workshop room. The group was split into seven teams and each was 
assigned to a museum artwork. The Works selected included Jan van Eyck’s Fountain of Grace and 
the Triumph of the Church over the Synagogue (1430–1440), Rogier van der Weyden’s Descent from 
the Cross (c. 1443), Sandro Botticelli’s The story of Nastaglio degli Onesti (1483), Jan Sanders van 
Hemssen’s The Cure of Folly (1550–1555), Pedro Pablo Rubens and Jan Brueghel’s The Sense of 
Hearing (1617–1618), Diego de Velazquez’s The Surrender of Breda (1635) and The Spinners (1657). 
The Works used had been previously printed in large panels for students to see and analyze de-
tails up close. All these paintings had stunning details, among which were scents, incense, vari-
ous liquids, fruits and other foods, musical instruments, as well as costume elements with tex-
tures inspired by certain paintings. The students were capable of recognizing the objects 

28 These activities were coordinated by the researchers Ana Maria Cuesta Sánchez, Ángel Pazos-López and 
José Maria Salvador González. They designed a program of transverse competences across the multisensory 
artistic experimentation.
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associated to the painting and proceeded, with the aid of a factsheet, to locate essential infor-
mation about their painting through QR codes that led them to the museum’s educational re-
sources adapted to a younger audience. The incentive for the task lied in that in a different ses-
sion the students themselves from each of the seven groups would explain to their peers their 
artworks at the Prado Museum, thus creating a healthy competition among the Young students 
to do their best.

Therefore, a “Multisensory visit of the Prado Museum” was designed as a continuation of the 
aforementioned workshop. In doing so, the students traveled by bus to the museum and once 
inside the students themselves discussed the characteristics of the artworks they had studied 
during the workshop (pl. 46). The sheer happiness that came across from the enthusiasm of the 
participating students, as well as their good behavior at the museum were a huge incentive both 
for the researchers that coordinated the activity, as for the museum staff, that were positively 
surprised by the exceptional proposal. Following the session and with the objective of engaging 
the students with the work at the museum, they were granted a diploma of “Prado Museum 
Connoisseurs”, which elicited further excitement from some attendees. The qualitative assess-
ment of such a heterogeneous audience that took part in the activity led to two interesting 
conclusions: first, that young people with a certain diversity factor believed the Museum had 
little to offer: second, that the participation in an activity in which they were the main agents in 
the museum increased their motivation and sparked their interest to get to know other art insti-
tutions and collections.

In parallel with these activities conducted in Madrid, other interesting proposals emerged 
in the international sphere that came to our attention and were reflected upon in the bibliogra-
phy update annual seminars.29 An ongoing feeling after reading various papers published in 
international magazines that moved us to work ever more devotedly, was the idea that there 
were numerous research initiatives around the world to increase the access of all the persons to 
the art, especially people with diversity. Nevertheless, these experiences, practices or research 
did not speak to each other around the globe, hence wasting energy in redoing work already 
accomplished or very similar experiences already verified. For all the above mentioned reasons, 
the MUSACCES Consortium had to increase its efforts towards generating academic debate fo-
rums that served to bring together researchers from different corners of the world. Only through 
internationalization can the challenges of increased access to museums to all 21st century audi-
ences be solved or at least contemplated.

29 Among all the published research projects, the following research projects aroused special interest: 
Alevtina Naumova, ‘Touching’ the past: Investigating lived experiences of heritage in living history museums, 
in: International Journal of the Inclusive Museum 7 (2015), pp. 1–8; Naomi Lifschitz-Grant, Mornings at the 
Museums: A Family Friendly Early Childhood Program, in: Journal of Museum Education 43 (2018), pp. 260–
273; David Howes, Eric Clarke, Fiona Macpherson, Beverly Best, and Rupert Cox, Sensing art and artifacts: 
explorations in sensory museology, in: Senses and Society 13 (2018), pp. 317–334; Hyun-Kyung Lee, Maximiz-
ing the five senses with art and design: Sensorial-experiential exhibitions in trend, in: Asia Life Sciences 18 
(2019), pp. 1157–1165; Marta García-Sampedro, ‘Five senses in the museum’: A multidisciplinary experience 
in bilingual staff training (Spanish-English), in: Didacticae. Journal of Research in Specific Didactics 5 (2019), 
pp. 145–159.
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Internationalization and Future Research Directions:  
The Museum for All and with All People

Beyond activities focusing on sensorial experiences and the field work with groups of people 
with diversity, building academic forums on universal accessibility was among our targets. MU-
SACCES Consortium aimed to create a space where international professionals could discuss 
about challenges, limits and approaches on the social role of museums. In order to achieve this, 
we planned to organise two international conferences: one at the equator of our three years 
project and a second one right at the end of it. Both became moments of intense and rich de-
bate on the subjects aforementioned. They would also become an opportunity to connect our 
regional initiatives to international projects that successfully addressed these issues. We sought 
to build bonds between similar organisms in order to inspire each other and think together of 
ways to improve accessibility in museums.

Precisely, this aspect, alongside the fantastic international welcome of our activities, defined 
from the beginning our Consortium work. The other institutions which collaborated with us 
were numerous and met the highest academic standards, enriching every discussion raised. Also, 
the international and intercontinental response to our projects was also very encouraging for us. 
It is important to underline that appearing in specialised websites on museums and art sites was 
key to reach such broad audiences.

The Limits of Art in the Museum30

As researchers in museum studies, since the genesis of MUSACCES Consortium, we asked our-
selves whether museums nowadays were able to become or transform into spaces for experi-
mentation without putting aside their role in artwork conservation and exhibition. Accessibility 
cannot occur if the museum itself is not open to participation of its audiences. It is not a secret 
that some people in the museum world are reluctant to this kind of studies and initiatives, both 
in Spain and abroad. We still face a prejudice for which art historians must focus exclusively on 
the study of artworks instead of on the transmission of this knowledge. Therefore, we wanted to 
ask the academic community whether these limits actually existed or, on the contrary, museums 
had no boundaries in how to exhibit the art they preserve. More importantly, the second ques-
tion raised was the pertinence of this social role that museums are assuming. Should museums 
be agents of an engaged and committed cultural and social action?

Hence, the core idea of our conference was to rethink the concept of museum itself, beyond 
its definition as a place for conservation, research, management and exhibition of the arts. It is a 
fact that people’s way to see and experience art has changed throughout the centuries. But not 
only perception, the category of what is art and what it is not, what should be kept in a museum 
and what should not, has also enormously evolved in past times. Accordingly, contemporary art 

30 The activity took place between 28th and 30th November 2017. The Academic Project Manager of MU-
SACCES Consortium entrusted the coordination to Alejandra Alonso Tak and Víctor Rabasco García. They 
were both members of the training research staff of our Consortium Network and had the support of a sci-
entific committee formed by almost twenty professors from Spanish and foreign universities.
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history studies have developed a more plural approach to art analysis, which has allowed schol-
ars to build new speeches on stablished art categories and the role of museums in this new 
context. Since the last decades of the past century, we have assisted to a fluctuation from muse-
ums as sacred spaces to the defense of the visitor’s experience above all. We believe there should 
not be such a hierarchical rapport of the object and the observer, but a thoughtful work from 
museums’ professionals to find a balance between the two of them.

Precisely, the main topic raised throughout the conference was how these innovations have 
helped to overcome the limits of art in museums. Contributions that verse on approaching mu-
seums to the people were all funded on audiences’ studies. This means that research subject has 
shifted from the object itself to the visitor’s experience, paying particular attention to the the 
diversity of physical and social conditions.

The conference was structured by thematic sessions and each session had a group of oral 
interventions. First session had the following title: “Art: theory and history”. In it, questions dis-
cussed about what we call “art”, how artworks must be studied, who determines what is art and 
what is not, whether there are limits on what can be considered as art and why some objects are 
kept in museums while some others are not.

The second session was named “The museum: theory and history”. Our aim was to think of 
the museum definition and its contemporary mission, audiences’ attitude towards the museum, 
and the place of artifacts in museums collections. Taking a step further, third session wanted to 
focus on audiences. Under the title “Museums for society: publics, education and identities”, 
contributions presented experiences which put the public in its centre, as active actors. Their 
participation and, not less importantly, their opinions have a major role in the way museums 
present their discourses. Technology had a debate space of its own in the session “The innovative 
museum in the digital era”. We aimed at giving answers to questions such as: must museums 
adapt to 21st century supports and media? What is the role of museums in this society of infor-
mation? Technology for the museum or museums for the technology? Contributions showed 
the versatility of technologies when applied to art. Technology can be art itself, used as main 
material and support. Technology can be a tool to improve the way we exhibit art in museums. 
Technology can help us develop applications to understand the visitor’s behaviour, expectations 
and satisfaction rate.

Finally, a transversal section of posters showed diverse initiatives that focused on specific 
cases in contemporary museology. They ranged from innovative curation, transdisciplinary audi-
ences studies or accessibility actions in heritage sites.

The conference’s programme reunited more than 70 contributions, selected through an 
open process of evaluation. Besides these contributions, each session was opened by keynote 
speakers’ lectures, which would introduce one of the four thematics selected: José Manuel Cruz 
Valdovinos and Mieke Bal delighted us with their opening and closure lectures, developing the 
conference’s general frame. Professors Javier Arnaldo, Matteo Mancini and Georgios Alexopoulos 
offered us an interesting reflection on the elasticity and permeability of the heritage experience. 
Nicole Gesché-Koning, Esme Ward and Almudena Domínguez presented contemporary issues 
on education, publics diversification strategies and identities (re)presentation in museums. Juan 
Carlos Rico showed us the results of the LIME Project (Laboratorio de Investigación y Experimen-
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tación Museográfica), this being one of the most active experimental forum in museology and 
museography in Spain.31

The discussion on overcoming the limits of art in the museum was achieved from multiple 
points of view: firstly, the need of working in museums taking into account the artworks as much 
as the visitors; secondly, a rupture with traditional exhibiting tendencies; and thirdly, the assump-
tion that the heritage experience is elastic and permeable and can be achieved through multiple 
medias.

This conference was a milestone in our internationalization aim. It allowed us to make con-
tact with key institutions which collaborated with us in future projects. Particularly, we closely 
worked with them in the organisation of our final activity, the International Conference The 
Museum for All People: Art, Accessibility, and Social Inclusion.

The Museum for All People32

As the culminating activity of the MUSACCES Consortium’s program, an international congress 
had been planned that would serve as a debate forum regarding the need for museums to reach 
out to people with accessibility needs. Initially, it was believed that the focus of attention had to 
be directed to people with hearing or visual impairments that were not able to experience tra-
ditional museum visits, as well as people in the prison system who are deprived from freedom 
and cannot visit the museum. However, after a year’s work at the core of the Research Network 
itself a reflection was made surrounding the true need of the museum to reach out, in some way, 
to all people, regardless of their diversity profile. Stemming from this idea of assessing diversity 
at the nucleus, the International Conference “The Museum fo All People. Art, Accessibility, and 
Social Inclusion” emerged. This event had as its primary objective to attract museum profession-
als, professors, researchers, students and people with a diversity profile in order to create a space 
to exchange views about museum outreach to the most diverse audiences of the 21st century.

Thanks to the collaboration of an international scientific committee, made up of members of 
the MUSSACES Consortium and other university, educational and museographic institutions 
around the world, the conference achieved widespread attention online and through social me-
dia.33 On this occasion, and prompting its internationalization, a corporate image was designed 

31 Some of the contributions will follow these pages as chapters of this monography.
32 The conference took place between April 2nd and 5th, 2019. It was coordinated by professors José María 
Salvador González and Ángel Pazos-López, with the support of the Director of Cabinet of the Academic 
Project Manager, Mrs. Ana María Cuesta Sánchez, as General Secretary, as well as the President of the Eco-
nomic Commission in MUSACCES Consortium Full professor Teresa Nava Rodríguez, as General Manager of 
the Organizing Committee.
33 The international Scientific Committee was composed of professors, researchers and museum profes-
sionals: Alejandra Alonso Tak, Laura Arias Serrano, Francisco de Borja Barinaga López, María Cristina Bordas 
Ibáñez, Ana Carro Rossell, Alicia Castillo Mena, María Teresa Cruz Yábar, Colette Dufresne Tassé, Marcelo Fraile 
Narvaez, Jorge Garcés Ferrer, Isabel Mª García Fernández, María Luisa García Guardia, Ana García Serrano, Rosa 
María Hervás Avilés, Marián López Fernández Cao, Marie-Clarté O’Neill, Eloisa Pérez Santos, Lea Plangger, 
Julio Romero Rodríguez, Mónica Ruiz Bremón, Carmen Sánchez Fernández, Ángeles Sánchez-Elvira Paniagua, 
Miguel Santamaría Lancho, Ana Yáñez Vega, and Ramón Yzquierdo Peiró.
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from an original illustration, especially conceived for the conference core theme: an open museum, 
free of walls, that encompasses people of all diversity profiles, independent of their approach to 
understanding art or culture, and regardless of their perceptive abilities or different identities.34

The starting point for the concept around the International Conference was brought about 
by the constant updating process that the art museum has experienced since its inception to 
adapt to the societal functions that were expected through the passage of time. The preserved 
artworks in these institutions possessed concrete meanings when they were created by the 
artists which the museums would update through museographic discourse to speak about both 
the past in which they were created, as well as the social values of present time. The revolution 
of the social museums, which center on the audiences and not on the collection, attempts to 
exploit the potential of the human being’s cultural diversity as one of the integral values to all 
people in our current increasingly democratized society. Following this line of thought, it ap-
peared to be interesting to reflect on the experiential dimension of artistic and cultural heritage, 
especially through its exhibition in museums, as a contemporary knowledge space. Similarly, it 
was sought to tackle the different needs of the art museum audiences, among the educational 
and cultural action strategies, as well as the potential synergies between museums and univer-
sities. It was also of great interest to reflect on the value of innovation and technology within the 
21st century museum, from the viewpoint of external communication but also with the internal 
space management. Moreover, it was deemed essential to tackle the relationship between all 
these factors with inclusive tourism strategies managed through public policies based on Design 
for all people. Finally, it was a further goal to enable the presentation of activities, initiatives and 
projects that have aimed in recent years to bring museums closer to all audiences regardless of 
their diversity profile. To facilitate that, poster sessions with an oral presentation were created 
that would serve to award the best projects through the MUSACCES Awards in social museology.

The congress gathered twenty speakers invited by the organization, who were joined by 
close to 400 researchers and specialists that, through an open Access system via a call for papers, 
presented their work to be assessed under one of the eight congress topics, ranging from a 
theoretical reflection on artistic objects and cultural heritage, to new technologies as a commu-
nication medium in the museum.

The first session, under the title Pluralism in art. Aesthetic and sensory perceptions, refers the 
possibilities that art possesses under the circumstances of showcasing the human expression 
throughout the centuries. The diversity with which the artists portrays their emotions and feelings 
through their works went hand in hand with the diverse ways in which art developed with re-
gards to mediums, basis, techniques and aesthetic foci. The disciplines involved in artistic knowl-
edge (aesthetics, art theory, art criticism) offer useful interpretative tools in order for researchers 
to reflect with regards to the integrating dimension of art for all people. Concepts such as style, 
form, genius and civilization –as initial epistemological approximations to art–, became early on 
integrated by methodological schools of thought such as iconography or sociology, which em-

34 The visual identity of the conference was created by the illustrator Valentí Ponsa. His proposal repre-
sented our will of an open museum to all in which there is room for innovative and participative proposals 
with the diversity of the arts.
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phasized analyzing concrete facets of visual expression focused on the meaning and contexts of 
artworks. The projects focused on artistic perception paved the way for the analysis of creative 
mechanisms as a medium of expression for trauma and emotional memory, promoting the de-
velopment of important projects devoted to analyzing art as a medium for psychic healing.35 In 
recent years, as we have indicated previously, sensory studies have aimed to overcome the limi-
tations of art by going beyond frontiers between artistic mediums and making interesting con-
tributions , meant to break away with the visual and delve into the aesthetic experience through 
all senses, with interesting applications to the museum medium. To link all of these concepts, the 
invited speakers Claudia Cieri Via (Sapienza Università di Roma) and José Manuel Cruz Valdovinos 
(Complutense University) created two conferences which integrated visual categories with aes-
thetic emotion and enjoyment experienced in the art museum.

The second session, Cultural heritage at everyone’s reach. Research, preservation and manage-
ment, was devoted to the study of the possibilities of studying heritage from an inclusive point 
of view. The persons in charge of the cultural heritage must take into consideration the problems 
and solutions concerning the preservation of cultural heritage, as well as those of communica-
tion with audiences in museographic proposals accessible to all. For it, the meeting was tackling 
the new challenges that accompany the duty to preserve, to study, to interpret, to put in relief 
and to spread the cultural heritage between all the persons.

In this respect, the safeguard and protection of cultural heritage today faces new and severe 
problems, such as armed conflicts, population shifts and forced migrations or natural disasters. 
To which we must add those problems generated as a result of the damage of cultural legacy 
due to inappropriate practices in the past, either due to the carelessness of those who hold them 
or as a result of the erosion brought about by the passage of time. This session’s invited speakers, 
Charles Robert Saumarez Smith (Blain Southern) and Maria Gravari-Barbas (Université Paris 1, Pan-
théon-Sorbonne) focused on two case studies. The former, tackled the renovation of the Royal 
Academy of Arts, under his purview. The latter, the urban development factor and how it is nec-
essary to understand it in order to build the museums of the average person. These are funda-
mental elements that compose cities.

The third session, Museums as spaces for knowledge. History, theory and concepts, allowed to 
update the traditional categories of exhibition spaces and discourse. To some, the museum con-
stitutes a distant and sacralized entity, immobile and unaffordable, destined to a quasi-aesthetic 
worship by a passive audience. To others, the traditional museum has lost its raison d’etre, after 
becoming on several occasions a simple spotlight for mundane shows, a go-to place to promote 
values outside the world of art. In line with this debate, an interesting discussion stemming from 
the speeches that redefined the nature, functions, outreach potential and limitations of the mu-

35 Parallel to these, reception theories emerged, as a nexus between creators and spectators, who pointed 
to the need for an increasingly active role of the latter, through a clear relationship with the following studies 
on visual semiotics or postcolonial theories and of cultural hybridity. In recent years, theoretical proposals 
derived from image anthropology or visual culture have opened the doors to the memory of the presence 
and immanence of art through different cultures, making reference to an intangible memory that breaks 
away with a linear timeline with which we are accustomed to classify artistic phenomena.
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seum, as well as the problems in relation to its location, typological diversity and its professional 
management. This also includes the historical origin of the museum and its current day reenvi-
sioning, in a sequential manner that covers its evolutionary process from the cabinet of curiosities 
and collecting, to the polyhedral spaces for knowledge of humanities’ cultural historical past.36 
The invited speakers developed this topic in an excellent fashion. On the one hand, Hans Martin 
Hinz (International Council of Museums) conveyed the conference that opens this book.37 On 
the other hand, James Bradburne (Pinacoteca di Brera e Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense) reflected 
on how museums can help in the creation of shared identities.

The fourth session, Museums and 21st century audiences. Accessibility, education and inclusion, 
concentrated on the topic of education and cultural action via the study of audiences. Nowadays 
the museum cannot continue to be a closed off entity, self-sufficient and insensitive to the expec-
tations of the audience to which it is directed to; thus, the idea that the museum must have as 
golden rule to project at the service of society the cultural heritage under its custody has gained 
traction. After definitively abandoning the singlehanded opinion of the conservator as the sole 
source of truth for the passive audience, this figure increasingly opens up to the idea of an active 
audience collaborating in the construction of the museographic discourse, in dialogue with the 
museum itself. As a result, it is necessary to listen to the needs and expectations of the audience 
when defining the presentation and programming policies of each exhibition. Similarly, to under-
score the challenges of the museum in the didactic function of its specific contents, as well as its 
cultural projection and action. The study of the processes, programmes, plans, strategies and ini-
tiatives that are implemented in museums must have the goal to construct museological dis-
courses in a shared manner and in an open dialogue between museum agents and their audi-
ences.38 The four invited speakers within this key part of the congress developed highly 
complementary facets: firstly, Lola Álvarez Rodríguez (Universidad de Granada) reflected upon the 
educational meaning of the museum and its role in current society. In addition, Alice Semedo 
(Universidade do Porto), who also contributes to this volume,39 focused on the training of mu-

36 Of great relevance were also those contributions that studied the specific needs for the museums ac-
cording to its property, its profile and purpose public, private, ecclesiastic museums, etc. as well as those that 
studied matters regarding museum management, its administrative and functional structure, the organiza-
tion of work and service teams, the design of museographic proposals and its social interaction, making 
special emphasis in highlighting the latest trends in curatorial studies; and additionally those that discussed 
the role of the museum with regards to society in their function as a cultural space, or the tensions between 
exhibition and spectacle.
37 Hans-Martin Hinz, Museums in a globalized World –Still in the Service of Society?, in: Alejandra Alonso 
Tak and Ángel Pazos-López (eds.), Socializing art museums. Rethinking the publics’ experience, Berlin: De Gruyter, 
2020, pp. 19–28.
38 Papers that relate to current social problems and are present in today’s museums were also included, 
such as the critical reflection about the historical memory, museums’ political governance, or the construction 
of gender-related identities; and what is more, museums’ moral responsibility in promoting culture across 
society, empathizing with people with special needs and promoting the integration of all cultural, religious, 
refugee, migrant and ethnic collectives.
39 Alice Semedo, Border Pedagogy and Empowerment Education in Museums, in: Alonso and Pazos-López 
2020 (as fn. 37), pp. 107–142.
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seum professionals referring to the shifting competences they must develop, as reflexive charac-
ters. On the other hand, Eloísa Pérez Santos (Complutense University) reflected upon museums 
as spaces for change, enjoyment and wellness, proposing a model to ponder the experience of 
the visitor at art centers from the point of view of psychology. Finally, Encarna Lago González 
(Rede Museística Provincial de Lugo) presented the Lugo Museistic Network that she coordinated, 
focusing on the facets of sustainability, inclusion and equality for which her work is known at an 
international level.

The fifth session tackled the relationship between museums and universities, as Places in 
common for research, experimentation and proprietary collections. It is a known fact that the mu-
seum and the university have acted under many circumstances as two parallel universes without 
many commonalities. Today, however, we must defend the idea that museum and university 
constitute two entities that need to mutually enrich themselves by collaborating. In line with this, 
we dedicated this session towards discussing the spaces, actors, functions, programmes and 
activities that both institutions can share. Projects that exposed teaching practices at university 
–both for degrees and masters in museum studies- were also of great interest, as well as those 
educational activities organized and financed by the museums themselves. Another discussed 
topic was the education of museums’ professionals in universities and centers of higher educa-
tion, without forgetting the curatorial function. Furthermore, the speakers alluded to the typol-
ogy of the university museums through the analysis of the different funding and management 
models. These museums often lodge interesting collections of artistic, scientific or technological 
pieces, and at the same time the university itself can be conceived as a museum. These problems 
were debated by recognized specialists as Hugues Dreysse (Université de Strasbourg) and Isabel 
Mª García Fernández (Complutense University of Madrid).

The target of the sixth session Museums grasp spaces for inclusive innovation and technology 
Communication, transmedia and virtual reality for all people was the study of the technology and 
communication aspects of museums. Precisely, global digital and technological advances appeal 
to a debate on the horizons and limits of these technologies when applied to artistic exhibitions 
and cultural heritage in general. For this reason, we must be conscious of the need to adapt our 
past knowledge in humanities to the constantly-evolving digital education environment. These 
developments open new knowledge transfer routes between museums and society; for example, 
how the museum could benefit from the innovative use of the TIC.40 More specifically, the chal-
lenges that were tackled revolve amongst the challenges, problems and possibilities of technolog-
ical museums, digital and virtual museums, as well as innovative museographic proposals in rela-
tion to the participation and interaction of the public both by means of the TIC, and the exploration 
of the users’ multisensoriality when appreciating works of art. This session’s invited lecturers were 
Antonella Poce (Università degli studi Roma Tre) and Tim Coughlan (The Open University), who 

40 The use of disruptive technologies in the museum was also the object of analysis, such as web applica-
tions, the mobile museum, the geolocation, the networking of artwork databases, open virtual resources and 
digital cataloguing. Companies specialized in technological innovations play a very significant role because 
they help to improve museums by offering new products and consultancy.
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discoursed about the opportunities and advantages that can arise due to technological innovation 
in museums via the construction of inclusive memory and structures to facilitate learning.

Designed transversely, the seventh session, Accessibility beyond the museum. Governmental 
strategies, tourism and universal design, integrated topics of the previous sections. The universal 
right to enjoy and participate in culture is part of the principles that the governments must 
guarantee to all citizens. In the context of this universal accessibility to the knowledge and to the 
culture, lecturers spoke about some governmental performances especially interesting in fields 
like the legislation on accessibility, inclusion, culture for all and, in general, cultural heritage pro-
tection and diffusion. At the same time, pioneering projects in inclusive leisure and tourism were 
explained. It is necessary to take into account the necessary coexistence between tourism, sus-
tainable development, integral accessibility and social inclusion. All of this is related to the uni-
versal design of products and artistic-cultural services, including accessible architectural spaces 
to physicaly handicapped people. Federico Castro Morales and Victoria Díaz Zarco (University 
Carlos III of Madrid) discoursed upon links between action and emotion, real driving forces of 
connected museums. Next, Mireia Ferri Sanz (Institute Polibienestar of Universitat de València) 
developed the theme of accessible social tourism as a social policy strategy. In addition, Enrique 
Rovira-Beleta (Rovira-Beleta Accesibilidad S. L. P. and Universitat Internacional de Catalunya) fo-
cused his speech in the unnoticed accessibility issues within the museum.

Finally, the eighth section, entitled Outstanding projects and practices in museology, accessi-
bility or social inclusion, collected works in poster format. During wide time slots throughout the 
congress, the authors explained numerous innovative projects, including graduate and doctoral 
thesis, on art, heritage and museums for all people, showing activities and new strategic lines to 
bring the artistic dimension and heritage elements of specific institutions and collections closer 
to the population as a whole. Posters revealed concrete cases where the theoretical axes of the 
Congress had been applied.41

In order to encourage the participation and to reward good practices, an international jury 
evaluated the works presented in this category and granted the MUSACCES Awards in social 
museology.42 At the closing ceremony, academic authorities offered the winners (tab. 4) statu-
ettes inspired by Diego Velázquez’s Las Meninas.43

41 The exhibition offered a global panorama to overcome the imbalances: regional versus national focuses, 
small exhibitions in front of large museums, different dynamics of visitors from regions of the center com-
pared to those from the periphery, or the level of novelty of the proposals, some of them truly pioneers in 
current museum discourses.
42 The jury was formed by professors José Maria Salvador and Ángel Pazos-López, Chairs of the Interna-
tional Conference, together with professor Laura Arias Serrano and Ana Mª Cuesta Sánchez, from the Depart-
ment of Art History of the UCM; Alejandra Alonso Tak, from the Ministry of Culture of the Government of 
France and coordinator of the congress poster session, accompanied them as well as Manuel Rendón Fuiza, 
undergraduate student in History at UCM with visual impairment.
43 The statuettes of the awards were donated by the “Teresa de Calcutta” Center for Reeducation and Re-
integration of Minors Brea de Tajo in Madrid and the GINSO Association for the Management of Social Inte-
gration, whom we thank for their most generous contribution.
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Table 4 | Winning projects in the categories of the MUSACCES Awards in social museology

Group Category Title Authors

Research Introduction
to research

Unknown border. Art and mental 
health: development and evalua-
tion of a participatory inclusion 
project

Beatriz García (Unviersidad Complutense 
de Madrid), Ana de Bustos (Museo 
Nacional de Artes Decorativas), Paloma 
Muñoz-Campos (Museo Nacional de 
Artes Decorativas) y Eloísa Pérez (Univer-
sidad Complutense de Madrid)

Research projects Accessible culture in the MVCA – 
New technologies for people with 
intellectual disability

Teresa Alba Rodríguez (Universidad de 
Málaga) and Manuel Romero Pérez 
(Museo de la Ciudad de Antequera)

Best
Practices

Best practices
in museums
and art centers

When Museums links and sup-
ports networks creating new 
meeting spaces. Artistic work-
shops in the Community

Ángeles Miguélez Martínez (Rede 
Museística Provincial de Lugo) and 
María Cristina Alonso Barreiro (Con-
federación Galega de Persoas con 
Discapacidade)

Best practices in cities 
and tourist 
destinations

Creating community for shared 
culture and responsibility among 
organizations and public institu-
tions

Sonia Sin Villanova (Sociedad Municipal 
Zaragoza Cultural)

Best practices
in business

Mimetic Lab: the laboratories of 
digital manufacture as places of 
collective research on art and 
accessibility

Marga Fernández-Villaverde del Valle y 
Carmen Rubio García (Medialab-Prado 
Madrid)

Best practices
in organizations
and groups

Reading club “on the other side of 
the mirror”: An area of inclusion 
and promotion of employment in 
the Museum of Malaga non-for-
mal spheres.

Ana Robles Anaya (Universidad de 
Málaga)

21st
Century
Challenges
for Society

International
collaboration
networks or
among institutions

Buenavista Diversa. Pathways to 
inclusion

Ángela García Herrera (Ayuntamiento 
de Buenavista del Norte)

Sustainability and
interaction with
the local community

Earth, Water, Air Children mean-
ing making: Using ceramics to 
give form to children’s ideas

Ellen Yates and Judith Szenasi (Univer-
sity of Derby)

New strategies
in specific museums, 
museum-houses
and local institutions

A small museum in the inner 
regions of the Castellon province 
(Comunidad Valenciana). The 
permanent Museographic Collec-
tion at Montanejos

David Vizcaíno León (Colección Muse-
ográfica de Montanejos)

Cultural heritage preser-
vation, protection and 
dissemination initiatives 
to all people

AMIR | Refugees’ social and cul-
tural inclusion

Chiara Damiani (Museo dell’Opera del 
Duomo, Stazione Utopia)
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In addition to the exhibited projects, which were to be assessed by the jury, the organization 
decided to showcase to the public certain singular projects through the invited speakers Moritz 
Neumüller and José María Salvador. The first presented the results of the ARCHES Project devel-
oped at European level, whereas the second presented the conclusion of the MUSACCES Con-
sortium, with many of the activities that we detail in this chapter. A special mention should be 
given to the closing conference led by Nicole Gesché-Koning (Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts 
de Bruxelles), with ample experience in the field of museum education who also has published 
as part of this book,44 and offered a speech focused on the need to provide to each person its 
own museum, in line with facilitating experiences that are bespoke to each individual as a func-
tion of their own vital journey.

Conclusions

Research on museums, understood as actors of social inclusion must continue to be carried on. 
In this line, MUSACCES Consortium activities have open new fields of practice and study, crossing 
the academic and the museums’ ground experience. On the one hand, actions linked to arts and 
sensoriality have been enthusiastically welcomed by all participants, proving that it is a largely 
demanded and effective working field. On the other, the international conferences The Limits of 
Art in the Museum and The Museum for All People have gathered specialist on multiple disciplines, 
allowing the exchange and diffusion of the latest experiences and reflections on accessibility, 
education and cultural action in museums. We wanted to encourage these very much needed 
networks, both at a national and international scale. We truly hope that the dynamics originated 
here will continue developing with regular meetings and research projects on Inclusive Museol-
ogy.

Moreover, we also believe that our activities have also helped to raise awareness on the 
importance of addressing these issues in the academic world. Innovation and change are still 
refrained by prejudices and too traditional paradigms. Research in History of Art in Mediterranean 
Europe needs to open to 21st century reality and address social issues by proposing heritage as 
a tool to reach integration in communities.

In this way, after all the experiences, projects and activities created and shared, we would 
like to conclude with some thoughts on why social inclusion is important in museums.

First of all, why is social inclusion important? In the introduction, we mentioned the debate 
between the concepts inclusion and integration. The former had a sense of inserting an alien el-
ement to a stablished paradigm. When a community has a defined way to do things, it is always 
difficult to change these paradigms and dynamics. That is why inclusion is important. Altering 
given circumstances for better may lead to a mutual adaptation of elements. Therefore, we con-
sider “inclusion” an essential step to achieve integration. Secondly, why social inclusion is impor-
tant in museums? This might sound redundant, but we believe that underlining the role of 
museums is important, mostly in the context of the redefinition of the museum term. As we have 

44 Nicole Gesché-Koning, Accessible Museums. Vision or Reality? The impact of Belgian museum educa-
tion on society, in: Alonso and Pazos-López 2020 (as fn. 37), pp. 143–154.
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seen in previous paragraphs, the social role of museums has been amplified and encouraged in 
past years, to the point of questioning its missions in the 21st century. We do think that heritage 
has among its features the ability to talk to every person. Consequently, museums, as heritage 
custodians can become the channel of communication between heritage and people. Like in a 
conversation, both individuals must be active in order to effectively exchange. Therefore, muse-
ums must be active actors in social integration, their role being the one of providers. Museums 
can provide appropriate, safe and inclusive environments (channels) and tools. When visiting a 
museum, regardless their diversity, individuals should be able to express themselves and build 
their own cultural experience with as much autonomy as possible.

In this way, social inclusion in museums is simply a step on the integration of all citizens in 
society. We should include the diversity of audiences in museums in order to achieve integration, 
which will only occur if there is a real engagement from individuals within their community. In 
other words, museums can act by including, whilst the action in integration must be carried out 
by the individuals.

With our Consortium we aimed to include different approaches, coming from different dis-
ciplines, on accessibility in museums. Multisensioriality has proven to be a very effective way to 
reach broader audiences not only in art galleries, but also in the academic world. This aim is in 
line with the Social Investment model we have seen in previous pages. It defines our society as 
a knowledge economy.45 This means that improvement in cognitive skills leads to a more suc-
cessful integration in society. Multisensorial activities as the ones proposed by our Consortium 
foster participants’ development of a set of skills less likely to be reached in a more traditional 
approach to museums. And most importantly, their inclusive characteristics allow the participa-
tion of a larger audience, regardless their diversity.
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Plate 40 | Detail of the Central Panel of The Garden of Earthly Delights Triptych, Hieronymus Bosch,  
c. 1490–1500, Oil on oak panel, Museo Nacional del Prado, Madrid.
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Plate 41 | This graphic shows general satisfaction indicators in “The Prado Museum through the Five Senses” 
compared to those specific for the speakers. We have divided them between professional and academic 
speakers. This data has been elaborated by individual analysis of each speaker. 
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Plate 42 | À mon seul désir. The Lady and the Unicorn Tapestries, c. 1500, Musée de Cluny, Paris. 
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Plate 43 | Graphic shows general satisfaction in “The Five Senses in the Diversity of the Arts” with speakers, 
gathered by session. Data has been elaborated by individual analysis of each speaker’s satisfaction grades. 
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Plate 44 | Luncheon of the Boating Party, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, 1881, The Phillips Collection, Washington, D.C. 
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Plate 45 | Graphic showing indicators of satisfaction on general organisation of the seminar “The Art for All 
through the Five Senses”. 
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Plate 46 | The participating students in the 2018 Inclusive Campus of the Complutense University, explaining 
The Surrender of Breda (1634–1635), a work by Diego Velázquez. 

Plate 47 | Bottom-up view of a group of undergraduate students contemplating the artwork to be described 
and performing the first activity of the narrative writing (Phase 1). 


